
Trigger Instrument Editor Quick Start Guide 
 

TIE Quick Guide 
Top panel- This is where you save and load TIE projects. This is also where 
you save TCIs for use in Trigger. Note: you cannot load TCIs in the TIE. To 
start a new project, simply close TIE and open it again. The volume knob is 
for listening level, not instrument level. The cog wheel opens settings menu. 
 
Edit panel - Add and remove articulations. Set names for articulations. 
Move articulations to change their order. Choose AAMG preset according 
to the mic’s name. 
 
Articulation tab - click on “Velocity” and “Round Robin” numbers in the 
boxes to set the number of velocities layers and round robins per layer. 
Press Calc Velo to calculate velocity numbers. Press Clear All Cells to clear 
all cells for selected articulation. Click on Audition strip to play back 
samples. Click RR button to audition with Round Robin playback (AAMG 
algorithm is not used here for audition). Click and drag velocity number 
sliders to adjust them, or double click to type the number. 
 
Browser - click on WAV to audition. CMD/CTRL + A - selects all files. 
CMD/CTRL + left click - selects samples one by one. Shift + left click - 
selects currently selected and clicked sample and everything in between. 
Drag n Drop on to the left top cell. If files are named correctly, then all 
samples will be placed in cells in needed order. 
 
Readouts on the Cells - PWR and dB. PWR is a perceived volume of sample 
calculated using special algorithm. dB number shows the amount of volume 
correction for each sample so they would fit the instrument dynamically. It’s 
all calculated automatically and can’t be adjusted by a user. If you want to 
affect these numbers, you need to adjust the volume of source WAV 
samples. 
 


